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In this book you'll find prayers for deliverance, practical advice from Dearing's years in counseling and prayer ministries, and examples of people who have received healing. The
Healing Touch is a powerful reminder that God longs for His people to be healthy and whole."Trustworthy instruction for virtually all aspects of prayer for healing. Most valuable is the
down-to-earth guidance given at each step along the way." -Donald E. Baustian, North American Warden, The International Order of Saint Luke the Physician"The simple
explanations and helpful illustrations make t Television. Podcasts. Books. Christian Music. More More>.Â The Healing Power of Prayer. Are you facing a difficult disease, illness or
malady and want to cry out to God for healing but don't know what to pray? If you feel scared, alone, unsure of the future, or don't understand how healing works, pray these words
below in faith today! Below are ten healing prayers, an interview with Max Lucado explaining how we should pray for healing, and some of our favorite Bible verses on healing. God
tells us that through prayer, He can speak to us and use us to work miracles for His glory. When you use this prayer for healing you are coming to God comp "This deeply insightful
book explores the majesty and mystery of healing. Anyone interested in the spiritual side of life will benefit from this inspiring work." - -Larry Dossey, M.D., author of Healing Words,
Prayer Is Good Medicine, and Be Careful What You Pray for...You Just Might Get It. "In reading this magnificent book, you know immediately that each story Ron shares is authentic,
separating the meaning and power of prayer from the fictitious and superstitious notions that often clutter the truth. He directs us into the power of these experiences by weaving
personal instru Gathered from holy books and prayer books, from songs and spirituals, spoken traditions and poets, it is an unexpectedly approachable collection of common and
uncommon prayers from around the world. The entries, one per page or spread, are chosen for their depth of feeling, beauty of expression, spiritual intensity, and sense of the
universal. The book is organized into broad categories of praise, entreaty, contemplation, mourning, and grace; and two indexesâ€”one by authorship, and the other by topicâ€”make
it immediately accessible. There are familiar prayers, like the Lordâ€™s Prayer and 23rd Psa

